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Background. Increased negative intrathoracic pressures are recognized to exacerbate left ventricular dysfunction in obstructive
sleep-disordered breathing. Reportedly left ventricular stroke volume (LVSV) decline appeared greater than predicted by the
obstruction alone. Objectives. Whether this effect is more dependent on biventricular elasticity and fluid shifts than on
breathing-related transmural pressures could be inferred from a mathematical model simulation. Design. A previously validated
cardiopulmonary model in healthy subjects during inspiratory loading was modified by parameter adjustments to fit its ventricular
volumes output to published clinical data of decreased LVSV in obstructed breathing. Results. Reduced left ventricular end-
diastolic compliance and increased central blood volume from baseline each simulated a 20% drop in LVSV whereas twice as
much change was the result of increasing a mere 400 mL to the unstressed volume of systemic veins. An intermediate value
was obtained by decreasing right ventricular end-diastolic compliance and higher systemic venous compliance. Conclusions.
Simulations encompassing a wide range of decreased stroke volume at comparable intrathoracic pressures suggested a prominent
role of decreased myocardial distensibility (possibly coupled to fluid migration) in the stroke volume fall.

1. Introduction

Obstructive sleep-disordered breathing (OSB) is associated
with cardiovascular comorbidities (hypertension, increased
afterload, sympathetic outflow, heart failure, left ventricular
(LV) dysfunction, cyclical increases in LV wall tension,
increased venous return) with variable decreases in LV
stroke volume (LVSV) measured mostly around 30 cmH2O
of negative intrathoracic pressure (Pth) [1–16].

However, only a fraction of the magnitude of these LVSV
drop was depicted by a mathematical model simulation [17],
validated with the inspiratory fall in arterial pressure during
spontaneous breathing at increased inspiratory loading in
normal subjects over a wider Pth range (up to −52 mmHg).

Thus, although increased negative Pth in OSB (with
concomitant increased LV afterload by higher LV transmural
intracavitary pressure and reduced LV preload by inter-
dependence) is recognized as an independent pathophys-
iological mechanism, it partially explains the larger LVSV
reduction in OSB patients when compared to that simulated

by inspiratory loading. Here the model simulation further
explores this discrepancy by assessing the potential role of
LV rigidity, end-diastolic, and end-systolic LV volumes and
volume overload at different levels of airway resistance.

2. Methods

Cardiopulmonary simulations were performed in MATLAB
(R2011b) using an open-source, validated forward-model
[18–20], capable to generate acceptable human pulsatile
hemodynamic waveforms, cardiac output and venous return
curves and beat-by-beat variability over short time periods
and stable experimental conditions. Full description of the
model components and its parameters as a function of
airway resistance was previously reported [17]. Simulations
strongly correlated with the inspiratory fall in arterial
pressure during increased inspiratory resistance breathing in
humans. Airway obstruction simulation data were obtained
at each of 13-step increments in airway resistance from
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Figure 1: Simulations of the inspiratory left ventricular stroke
volume (LVSV)-intrathoracic pressure (Pth) relationships showed
the steady LVSV decline with airway resistance and the parallel
displacement from baseline by parameter modifications: decreased
left ventricular end-diastolic compliance (open square), increased
central blood volume (closed triangle), decreased right ventricular
end-diastolic compliance (crossed square), increased systemic veins
compliance (closed square), and increased 400 mL of the unstressed
volume of systemic veins (to 3 L, gray closed circle). The typically
more pronounced increase in left ventricular end-systolic volume
(LVESV) than in left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV)
with airway resistance is shown for the baseline (thin line) and for
the 3 L simulations (heavy line). The largest decrease in LVESV and
LVEDV was obtained with the 3 L simulation (similar changes in
simulated right ventricular end-systolic and end-diastolic volumes
are not shown for clarity).

a baseline value of 0.0026 mmHg·s/mL at−5.4 mmHg Pth to
0.1626 mmHg·s/mL at −52.4 mmHg Pth. Baroreflex control
was not included in the simulations. Simulated curves of
left ventricular (LV) and right ventricular (RV) volumes
were automatically generated and end-systolic, end-diastolic,
and stroke volumes were calculated for the entire range and
compared to several OSB studies reporting LVSV and, in
most cases, Pth or airway pressure measurements.

3. Results

Baseline simulation of the inspiratory fall in LVSV by increas-
ing airway resistance in the model showed a progressive,
curvilinear reduction in LVSV up to 11% at −52 mmHg Pth
from the reference value of 76 mL at−5.4 mmHg Pth (resting
end-expiration) (Figure 1).

These values were comparable to those obtained in
healthy subjects by cardiac catheterization during sustained
Mueller maneuvers [3, 21] and by simulations from a model
of experimental inspiratory loading [17].

Table 1 presents data of seven studies with their reported
average percent LVSV drop and corresponding intrathoracic
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Figure 2: Same simulations as in Figure 1 of the inspiratory fall
in left ventricular stroke volume (LVSV) in percent reduction from
baseline and compared to data from the literature (Table 1). LVSV
decline from patients with obstructive sleep apnea [6, 7, 13, 15]
measured during spontaneous breathing, and from patients with
congestive heart failure [3, 8] and status after cardiac surgery [4]
challenged with a Mueller maneuver were substantially below the
values from healthy subjects and baseline simulation at comparable
Pth (see text).

pressures in patients with OSB. When these clinical data were
contrasted with the baseline simulation, they were largely
below the full Pth range (Figures 1 and 2).

Parameter modifications intended to fit the higher OSB
values for inspiratory fall in LVSV were applied to the model
relationship between LVSV and Pth. By increasing 15% the
unstressed volume of the systemic veins (from the baseline
value of 2.6 L to 3.0 L), LVSV showed a large drop to 49 mL
at −5.4 mmHg Pth.

However, when either the venous capacitance parameter
doubled, or LV end-diastolic compliance decreased 20%,
or pulmonary central blood volume increased 20% from
their baseline values, the LVSV decrease at −5.4 mmHg Pth
was smaller (60 mL, 69 mL, and 69 mL, respectively). The
simulation with a right ventricular end-diastolic compliance
decreased in half was very close to the LVSV-Pth relationship
of the increased venous capacitance (Figure 1).

The largest LVSV fall reported by Garpestad et al. [6, 7]
(Table 1) was closely simulated by the increased parameter of
unstressed volume of the systemic veins (41% of inspiratory
fall in LVSV at −30.4 mmHg of Pth) (Figure 2).
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Table 1: Upper airway obstruction and changes in left ventricular stroke volume (LVSV) and in left ventricular transmural pressure (PLV
tm).

Pes cm H20 LVSV % ΔPLV tm mmHg

Goldman [17] Inspiratory loading (normal LV)
−52# −17 35

−30# −3 15

Condos et al. [21] Mueller maneuver (normal LV) −50 (Paw) −11

Bradley et al. [3] Mueller maneuver (normal LV) −30 −14

Stoohs and Guilleminault [13] OSA (normal LV; NREM period) −24.2 ± 14.8 −10.3 ± 10.5

Shivalkar et al. [12] OSA (normal LV; awake) −8

Tkacova et al. [14] OSA (CHF; NREM period)) −12.2 ± 2# (swing) 12.8

Bradley et al. [3] CHF (Mueller maneuver) −30 −32∗ 7∗

Hall et al. [8] CHF (Mueller maneuver)
−19.7 ± 4.5 −19 7.2 ± 3.5

−32.0 ± 4.2 −33 11.3 ± 6.8

Buda et al. [4] CABG, Tx (LVEF 43.4%) (Mueller maneuver) −30 (Paw) −24 25

Tolle et al. [15] OSA (normal LV; intraapneic) −32 ± 1.3 −18

Garpestad et al. [6] OSA (normal LV; postapneic) −41§

Garpestad et al. [7] OSA (normal LV; apnea recovery) −37§
∗

Values estimated from Table 1 and Figure 3 in Bradley et al. [3].
#Values given in mmHg in Tkacova et al. [14].
§Pth was not measured; an assumed value of −30 mmHg was used in Figure 1 based on Stoohs and Guilleminault [13] and Tolle et al. [15].
Pes: esophageal pressure; CABG: coronary artery bypass graft; Tx refers to heart transplant; LVEF: left ventricular ejection fraction; CHF: congestive heart
failure; OSA: obstructive sleep apnea; NREM: nonrapid eye movement.

These LVSV simulations showed a downward trend
decreasing each about 10% at the highest negative Pth with
a nearly parallel displacement from the baseline LVSV-Pth
function, and encompassing most of the OSB data around
30 mmHg Pth.

The five simulations of left ventricular end-diastolic
(LVEDV) and end-systolic (LVESV) volumes as a function
of Pth showed the typical positive correlation with airway
resistance and the overall reduced values when compared to
the baseline. The largest reduction in LVEDV and LVESV
(about 30%) was obtained by increasing the unstressed
volume of the systemic veins (Figure 1).

4. Discussion

A major finding of this study is that the widely described
LVSV fall in OSB is larger than that predicted by increasing
the negative intrathoracic pressure alone, implying that the
airway obstruction component in OSB (with increased vas-
cular transmural pressures and ventricular interdependence)
appears to have a less dominant hemodynamic role per se.

Stroke volume simulations relied on a validated com-
puter model of a stepwise increase in airway resistance
in healthy subjects [17] as more representative of the
typical OSB repetitive intrathoracic pressure oscillations.
Baseline maximum inspiratory LVSV decline reached 10%
at −52 mmHg and compares well to LVSV values obtained
in subjects with normal hemodynamics by thermodilution
cardiac output, [21] and by Doppler echocardiography, [3]
during a single, sustained Mueller maneuver (Table 1).

Although diverse parameter combinations could have
been arranged for fitting the clinical data, changes in
LV and RV end-diastolic compliances, unstressed volume
and compliance of systemic veins and unstressed volume

of the pulmonary circulation were selected as the best
approximation to OSB physiopathology. [1–5, 9, 10, 16, 22]
Since the association of OSB and cardiovascular impairment
is multifactorial (hypertension, LV hypertrophy systolic and
diastolic dysfunction, increased systemic venous return,
volume expansion, heart failure), simulation using isolated
factors could help estimate their relative contribution to the
LVSV fall.

Simulated LVSV decline from baseline by using either
reduced LV end-diastolic compliance or increased central
blood volume (Figures 1 and 2) fits a −10.3% LVSV fall
estimated by electrical impedance during NREM sleep in five
subjects with severe OSB without cardiovascular pathology
by Stoohs and Guilleminault [13] (Table 1). Although they
attributed the LVSV change to a rather modest−24.2 cmH2O
Pth nadir, the simulation suggests additional ventricular
dysfunction and pulmonary vascular involvement. This
simulation level is also closer to the finding by Shivalkar
et al. [12] of a LVSV decline of −8% (compared to an
overweight control group) in awake OSB patients with
biventricular dysfunction; LVSV was obtained by Doppler
echocardiography during resting ventilation at a presumably
small Pth (Pth was not measured). Similarly, a low Pth
swing of 12.2 mmHg played a minor role in the increased
afterload (systolic transmural pressure) during non-REM
sleep in CHF patients with OSB [14].

Further reduction in stroke volume was obtained by
simulating either increased systemic venous compliance or
reduced RV end-diastolic compliance. This trend was within
the range of data reported during sustained respiratory
efforts (Mueller maneuver) in awake patients with congestive
heart failure, [3, 8] and with chronic airway obstruction who
underwent previous coronary artery bypass graft or heart
transplant surgery [4].
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These studies pointed to an increased afterload, late
effect of preload, RV distension, and systolic dysfunc-
tion although they used a nonintermittent high negative
intrathoracic pressure. A comparable LVSV decrease during
daytime obstructive sleep apneas (SaO2 89.6%) was found by
impedance cardiography in patients with apparent normal
ventricular function [15]. It cannot be ruled out that
this −18% LVSV change (correlated with middiastolic Pth
and suggesting a decreased preload) had a component of
myocardial dysfunction considering its prevalence in OSB.

Increasing the unstressed volume of the systemic veins
parameter to 3.0 L (default value 2.6 L) resulted in a sim-
ulated LVSV fall to −39% from baseline (at −30.3 mmHg
Pth). This value compares well with data [6, 7] (Table 1 and
Figure 2) from two series of severe OSB patients without
history of cardiac disease (SaO2 < 82%) during the apnea
termination period of non-REM sleep (Pth was not recorded
and LVSV was calculated from ESV and EDV obtained
by radionuclide ventriculography). This large LVSV decline
was explained by an increased postapneic LVESV (more
than double that in early apnea) and LVEDV unchanged,
reflecting an increased afterload.

This finding appears in contrast to the 3 L simulation
where augmented LVESV with incremental obstruction
only reached 11% (at −30 mmHg Pth) whereas LVEDV
dropped 31% below baseline suggesting the well-known
LVSV sensitivity to systemic venous intravascular volume
and compliance [22, 23].

In this regard, several reports described the effect of
orthostatic redistribution of blood by venous pooling during
head-up tilt (HUT) on LVSV at end-expiration; LVSV
decreases were 42%, [24] 27%, [25], and 20%, [26] from
supine to 70◦ HUT, 45◦ HUT, and 30◦ HUT, respectively
(Figure 2). In the later study, LVESV showed no changes
and LVEDV decreased 18% with HUT, a trend that is in
agreement with the 3 L and Cv simulations. Although this
is consistent with the model capability to investigate the
LVSV response to orthostatic unloading, [27] whether it
implies that a volume shift may be operating in OSB at
high negative Pth is unclear. Arguably, since only a small
increase of 0.4 L in the systemic veins unstressed volume was
enough to simulate a large LVSV change, this factor could
have been present in the severe OSB studies by Garpestad
et al. [6, 7]

Decreased LVED and RVED compliances described in
cases with reduced myocardial distensibility (CHF, volume
overload with diastolic flattening of the interventricular
septum and increased pulmonary central blood volume)
were applied in simulations that appear very similar to the
left ventricular OSB data (Table) with and without overt
CHF. The blunted effect of increased myocardial stiffness on
LVSV fall (only 7%)—as in the heart failure with preserved
ejection fraction during HUT [25]—was well approximated
by simulating a reduced LVED compliance (Figure 2).

The selected parameter adjustments provided acceptable
boundaries of the model to the clinical data range of LVSV
fall. A more precise parameter combination would have been
limited by the spread in LVSV reduction at a similar Pth due
to different patient cohorts and type of measurements. In

addition, there is a dearth of OSB studies measuring LVSV-
Pth dependency and intracavitary transmural pressures at
increased levels of airway obstruction. Considering the
similarity of the LVSV fall between postural unloading data
and the simulations by increasing intravascular volume and
compliance of the systemic veins compartment, it is tempting
to speculate if Pth related volume shifts could occur in
OSB as a slow fluid migration into the interstitium. This
volume does not need to be necessarily large, perhaps in
the order of 500 mL for HUT, [27] that is comparable to
the simulation of 400 mL increase in unstressed volume
of systemic veins. Further, a qualitatively equivalent effect
would be the reduced RV preload observed during sustained
negative Pth by collapsing venous thoracic inlets [21].
Although simulations based on these assumptions appear
compatible with clinical data showing >30% LVSV decline,
a more likely scenario in OSB would be fluid overload with a
lesser LVSV impact.

In summary, a decreasing LVSV-Pth relationship by
applying a mathematical model simulation was found similar
to reported data from healthy subjects, but much smaller
than those described in several series of OSB patients
showing a widespread LVSV decline between 10% to 41%
from baseline and seemingly unrelated to the presence of
CHF. The results of the model parameter modification fit
the data; however, it exhibits the functional complexity of a
multipathway where end-diastolic biventricular compliance,
central blood volume, preload, and volume shifts may play
a more critical role in depressing LVSV than the level of
negative intrathoracic pressure (Table 1).
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